PROGRAM BRIEF • INITIAL RELEASE

JA Our Community®

Through JA Our Community, students are immersed in the daily life of their community—the people who work there, the money decisions they make, the flow of the community’s economy, and the importance of being an involved and responsible community member. They are introduced to the types of skills and knowledge necessary to be a worker in the community: the experience of working as a team in a pizza shop, buying and selling of goods and services in exchange for money, getting paid and paying taxes, exercising their civic duty to make decisions for the good of the community, and using digital tools.

JA Our Community offers flexible implementation options to meet the needs of students and teachers in a variety of use cases. Materials include an onscreen presentation, digitally compatible student activities, hands-on activities for the classroom, and at-home learning experiences.

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

• Five required sessions and one optional session on computer skills and digital tools
• A flexible model designed to support multiple learning environments and to accommodate teacher-led and volunteer-led opportunities
• Engaging and interactive activities, games, and role-plays that support learning objectives
• Flexible facilitation materials including both print and digital guides to accommodate preferences and ease of use
• At-home activities that extend the lessons from the classroom to students’ families and their own communities

This learning experience is designed for second grade students. The learning experience may receive 5–6 instructional contact hours depending on implementation.
CURRICULUM OUTLINE

Communities at Work
Students are introduced to the idea of a community and discover what types of workers help make their community strong.

People at Work
Students experience working in the community to earn a paycheck and produce goods and services.

Money at Work
Students learn how people use money to buy goods and services they want and need for personal or business purposes.

Votes Count
Students discuss the responsibilities of being a part of the community and how they can help make decisions that impact the community.

Making Choices
Students are introduced to the concept of taxes and how those funds are used to pay government workers and provide services to support the community.

Crack the Code (Optional)
Students learn how digital skills are applied in the community and discuss the types of jobs that require computers or programming skills.